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ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

R-EPC is the first-of-its-kind construction ERP solution, designed to address all the financial,
departmental, compliance and operational requirements of various segments, integral to the
construction business.

Backed by a strong domain expertise acquired through numerous experiences, we have observed 
that software solutions alone are not adequate to achieve the desired goals. R-EPC is a suite of 
technology products and consultancy services that provides end-to-end support; right from 
customization as per client’s requirements and implementation to business consulting and IT 
consulting services. Being a comprehensive, end-to-end integrated, modularized and 
user-friendly construction ERP, R-EPC is probably the only product that ensures, measures and 
takes responsibility for the client’s RoI.

With design and development being handled by a team of experienced professionals from 
construction industry, our capabilities range from domain expertise to technical expertise and 
functional expertise. The construction ERP solution has built-in industrial best practices that 
enable optimal process integration and provide seamless collaboration between the various 
functions of the construction enterprise.

The Construction ERP solution, R-EPC, is tailor-made to suit the business management needs of 
various sectors of construction industry including:

R-EPC Solution Suites

To address the business management needs of various sectors of construction industry, SRIT’s 

R-EPC has various solution suites:

Variety of MIS reports that enable closer 

monitoring of business

Improved operational e�ciency & 

facilitating faster decision making

Design based on best practices followed 

by industry leaders

Shorter durations for system 

implementation

Builders / Real Estate Developers

Contracting Companies

Construction Project Management 

Companies

Infrastructure Companies

Property Management Companies

15 modules covering comprehensively 

all construction business processes

Tight integration between modules 

leading to increased e�ciency

Builder Suite

Contractor Suite

Infrastructure Suite

Property Management Suite
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R-EPC Software Modules

While IT solutions address most of the challenges arising from various sectors of construction 
business, scalability and flexibility of these solutions have become the next big issue. The 
software modules of SRIT’s construction ERP solution, R-EPC  include:

R-EPC Di�erentials

SRIT’s construction ERP solution is uniquely designed to cater to various industry challenges 
such as pressure on margins, greater customer demands, need to timely delivery and reduction 
in operating costs. A host of di�erentiators that pegs R-EPC apart from peers include:

Estimation Module

Tendering & Billing Contracts Module

Sub-Contractor Billing Module

Procurement Module

Inventory Module

Labor Management Module

Engineering Costing Module

Enquiry and Marketing Management 

Module

Client management Module

Finance and Budget Module

Fixed Asset Module

Administration Module

HR Module

Payroll Module

Materials Manufacturing Module

Enterprise Solution 

Product 

Services

ROI

Consulting Services complementing R-EPC

SRIT o�ers a host of domain and functional advisory services in conjunction with its ERP solution, 
R-EPC to e�ectively establish the ERP system in the organization. The consulting services
complementing construction ERP solution include:

R-EPC Di�erentials Business consulting services

Technology consulting services
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SRIT House, #113/1B,

ITPL Main Road, Kundalahalli, 

Bangalore -560037, Karnataka, India 

Phone: +91 80 41951999

Fax: +91 80 41523300

Get in Touch

Since its inception in 1999, SRIT has strived for excellence and thoroughness in 
the IT sector, with the goal to harness the potential technology has to 
permeate an industry and transform it at every level. We focus on verticals 
where large-scale operations and process lifecycles can be streamlined via a 
single technology, thereby enabling that domain to accomplish expontentially 
more than it was previously capable of doing. As such our primary focus is on 
transforming industries such as healthcare, governance and telecom and 
automate them from start to finish, such that their benefits ripple out to a far 
greater number of people in a much shorter span of time.

We’ve been recognized as 2015’s ‘Brand of the Year’ for Healthcare Managed 
Services by Silicon India. We are a CMMi DEV/5 company as well as the world’s 
first SSE-CMM Level 5 assessed IT company. 


